
SAM Labs 
DJ Booth

Let your students 
become DJ’s with this 
sampler system.

If your students have always dreamed of 
becoming DJ’s then this is their chance to  
make a start! Using the SAM Space app and 
Looperman (a free open source for sample 
sounds), the students can create endless 
amounts of various mixes.

CLASSROOMIDEAS!
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Computer science/coding/music

Topics: Locating, converting and  
mixing audio files

Resources: SAM Space app, tablet/desktop 
computer/laptop, Looperman
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Step 1

Download The SAM Space App

If you don’t have it already, you can download the SAM Space app for free 
at www.samlabs.com/app. Once the download is complete, open the app 
and sign up by providing a username, password and email address. Once 
this has been done, you’re ready to start creating a sample player system! 
Sign in using your registration details. Once the app has been installed, 
you are ready to begin creating!

Step 2

Sign up at Looperman and 
download your tunes

To get the free sample sounds go to www.looperman.com and register 
if you don’t have an account yet. Sign in and click on Loops & Samples. 
Browse through the different tunes and once you’ve found the right ones, 
click Download. You can choose as many samples as you like. Make sure 
you remember the folder you downloaded your samples in!

Step 3

Create your sample player

Open the SAM Space app and drag three sound player blocks onto 
the canvas. 

Go to the first sound player and choose your samples from the folder you 
saved them, and do so with the other players. Then, drag three keyboard 
buttons onto the canvas, assign different letters and connect each letter 
to a player. Finally, by pressing different buttons your sound players will 
start playing. You’re ready to start creating!
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